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More and more, user-generated content is complementing conventional journalism. 
While we don’t think that CNN or New York Times and its professional journalists will 
disappear anytime soon, formidable competition is emerging through humble Wikipedia 
editors. In earlier work (Becker 2012), we found that entertainment and sports news 
appeared on average about two hours earlier on Wikipedia than on CNN and Reuters 
online. In this project we build a news-reader that automatically identifies late-breaking 
news among the most recent Wikipedia articles and then displays it on a dedicated Web 
site.  
 
Our task consists of three parts: 

1. find relevant articles,  
2. reformat the articles in news style format and  
3. display them on a Web page.  

 
The core of our system consists of an algorithm that automatically finds the most     
news-worthy articles on Wikipedia grouped by news related categories (e.g. Current 
Events, Sports, Politics etc.).   
 
Besides obvious selection criteria such as the most recently edited and searched articles, 
in the first step, we also employ algorithms from earlier work (Fuehres 2012), where we 
discovered that building an article network based on “shared-editorship” links – two 
articles obtain a link if the same editor edits both of them – points out the most important 
recent articles.  
 
In the second step we reformat the Wikipedia articles, which are written in factual 
history-style, into a more journalistic-style, using automatic abstract generation 
techniques.  
 
The final step consists of displaying the articles in a reader-friendly online newspaper. 
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